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Surficial Offsets on the Central and Eastern Garlock Fault 

Associated With Prehistoric Earthquakes 

SALLY F. MCGILL 1 AND KERRY SIEH 

Seismological Laboratory, Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena 

Geomorphic features offset along the central and eastern Garlock fault record the amount of surface slip 
associated with prehistoric earthquakes. Along the easternmost 90 km of the fault, the smallest offsets 
cluster around 2-3 m of left-lateral slip, apparently associated with the most recent earthquake on this 
portion of the fault. Larger offsets along this part of the fault, especially in Pilot Knob Valley, cluster 
around values consistent with 2-4 m of slip in each of the past several events. Farther west, south of El 
Paso Mountains, offset geomorphic features suggest that each of the past two earthquakes on this stretch 
of the Garlock fault was produced by about 7 m of slip, whereas the third event back was produced by 
about 4 m of slip. Vertical displacements of geomorphic features range from 0% to 30% of the left-lateral 
offsets. Within Pilot Knob Valley (along the southern side of the Slate Range), vertical displacements are 
consistently up on the northern side, whereas within the Avawatz Mountains both north- and south-side-up 
vertical displacements are present. On the basis of the geomorphic offsets, the geometry of the Garlock 
fault, and the precedents set by historical strike-slip earthquakes elsewhere, a number of different rupture 
patterns are plausible. These range from rupture of the entire Garlock fault in a single event with a 
maximum magnitude of about M,•= 7.8, to separate rupture of the western segment and of the central and 
eastern segments combined, with approximate magnitudes M,•_<7.7 and Mw=7.5, respectively, to separate 
rupture of even shorter segments, producing earthquakes of magnitudes M•=6.6 to M•=7.5. In 
conjunction with available slip rates for the Garlock fault, the geomorphic offsets suggest that average 
recurrence intervals are probably within the range of 600-1200 years south of El Paso Mountains, about 
200-750 years in Searles Valley, about 200-1300 years in Pilot Knob Valley, and about 200-3000 years near 
Leach Lake and in the Avawatz Mountains. 

INTRODUCTION fault that accommodates extension in the Basin and Range 

The Garlock fault is one of the principal active faults of province, north of the fault, relative to the more stable Mojave 
California. It separates the Tehachapi-Sierra Nevada province block, south of the fault. Although the location of the Garlock 
and the Basin and Range extensional province on the north 
from the Mojave block on the south. A total of 48-64 km of 
left-lateral displacement across the fault has been documented 
[Smith, 1962; Smith and Ketner, 1970; Davis and Burchfiel, 
1973]. 
The fault is broadly arcuate over its 248-km length (Figure 1). 

It strikes northeasterly in its western part, where it intersects the 
San Andreas fault, but it curves to a more easterly strike toward 
its eastern end, at the southern end of Death Valley. A 
prominent stepover in the fault occurs at Koehn Lake basin, and 
a 15 ø bend in the fault is located south of the Quail Mountains. 

We refer to the segment of the fault that extends westward from 
the step-over in the Koehn Lake basin as the western Garlock 
fault, the segment between that step-over and the Quail 
Mountains as the central Garlock fault, and the segment that 
extends eastward from the Quail Mountains as the eastern 
Garlock fault. 

The tectonic role of the Garlock fault has been controversial. 

Hill and Dibblee [1953] viewed the left-lateral Garlock and Big 
Pine faults and the right-lateral San Andreas fault as conjugate 
shears defining a regional strain pattern of north-south 
compression and east-west extension. Later workers [Davis and 
Burchfiel, 1973; Hamilton and Myers, 1966; Troxel et al., 1972] 
interpreted the Garlock fault as an intracontinental transform 
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fault suggests that it is related to Basin and Range extension, a 
simple transform model is inadequate to explain this relationship 
because the extension direction for the portion of the Basin and 
Range province north of the Garlock fault is not parallel to the 
fault [Wernicke et al., 1988; Minster and Jordan, 1987; Burchfiel 
et al., 1987; Stewart, 1983; Jones, 1987]. It may be that the 
component of extension that is parallel to the Garlock drives 
left-lateral slip on the fault and the component perpendicular to 
the fault (in conjunction with right-lateral shear in the Mojave 
Desert) has rotated the central and eastern Garlock fault 
clockwise [Dokka and Travis, 1990; Jones, 1987; Carter et al., 
1987]. 
Although the Garlock fault is not known to have produced 

large earthquakes during the period of historical record, 
abundant scarps and left-laterally offset geomorphic features of 
Holocene age indicate that the fault is active and that it has 
produced large earthquakes. Clark [1973] prepared a map of 
these features and suggested that 3 m of left-lateral slip had 
occurred in the most recent slip event along parts of the central 
and eastern Garlock fault. In addition, Holocene slip events 
have been documented by LaViolette et al. [1980], Burke [1979], 
Burke and Clark [1978], and Roquemore et al. [1982]. 

With respect to its earthquake potential, several questions 
about the Garlock fault have not been answered. Does the slip 
rate vary along strike? What size earthquakes does the fault 
produce? Which segments rupture during these events, and 
how large are the offsets during the earthquakes? How often 
do large events occur? How regularly? When were the most 
recent ruptures? In this paper we primarily address one of 
these questions: how much slip has occurred during the past few 
large, prehistoric earthquakes on the central and eastern Garlock 
fault. The answer to this question (in conjunction with 
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Fig. 1. Reference map showing geological and geographical features discussed in text, as well as the six areas of the fault 
studied. Quaternary faults are simplified from Jennings [1975]. Features mentioned in text are AM, Avawatz Mountains; 
Bk, Bakersfield; BMF, Brown Mountain fault; BTC, Bear Trap Canyon, Bw, Barstow; C, Cantil; CC, Christmas Canyon; CL, 
Castac Lake; CR, Coso Range; DV, Death Valley; EPM, E1 Paso Mountains; IWV, Indian Wells Valley; KL, Koehn Lake; 
KW, Kingston Wash; LL, Leach Lake; M, Mojave; NBGF, North Branch Garlock fault; OL, Owens Lake; OLF, Owl Lake 
fault; PV, Panamint Valley; QM, Quail Mountains; SAF, San Andreas fault; SH, Spangler Hills; SR, Slate Range; SV, Searles 
Valley; T, Tehachapi; TM, Tehachapi Mountains; TR, Trona Road. 

estimated rupture lengths and previously published slip rates) 
then allows us to address indirectly the size and frequency of 
earthquakes on the fault. 

HISTORICAL SEISMICITY ON THE GARLOCK FAULT 

Seismicity on and near the Garlock fault has been low since 
the California Institute of Technology/U.S. Geological Survey 
(Caltech/USGS) seismic network began operation in 1932. 
Nevertheless, there has been an alignment of small events along 
the western half of the fault [Astiz and Allen, 1983]. No large 
or moderate historic earthquakes are known to have occurred 
on the Garlock fault. Although a number of earthquakes were 
felt in Bakersfield, the Kern River area, Tehachapi, Mojave, 
Barstow, and southernmost Owens Valley between 1868 and 
1928 [Townley and Allen, 1939], it is difficult to determine 
whether any of these may have been produced by the Garlock 
fault. Several earthquakes with maximum Rossi-Forel intensities 
of VII and VIII (Modified Mercalli intensity VI to VII) 
occurred during this time and had intensity distributions that 
could conceivably have been generated by earthquakes on the 
Garlock fault, but other source locations are possible and 
probably more likely for most of these events [Townley and 
Allen, 1939]. 

Two moderate, historical earthquakes for which Garlock fault 
sources are possible occurred in 1916. One occurred near the 
eastern end of the Garlock fault on November 10, 1916. This 
event was recorded instrumentally at Reno, Berkeley, and 
Mount Hamilton [Townley and Allen, 1939]. Slemmons et al. 
[1965] report the event as M=6.1, located at 35.5øN, 116øW 
(about 40 km ESE of the eastern end of the Garlock fault), 
whereas Toppozada et al. [1978] assign the event an M=5.5 
magnitude and locate it at 36øN, 117øW (about 45 km north of 
the portion of the Garlock fault in the Quail Mountains). While 
the location of this event is very poorly constrained, the 
possibility that it may have occurred on the Garlock fault or on 
the nearby Owl Lake fault is intriguing. Another event, of 
magnitude 5.2, occurred on October 23, 1916, at the western 
end of the Garlock fault [Toppozada et al., 1978], but the San 
Andreas and other faults are also possible sources for this event. 

A ML=5.4 earthquake occurred on June 10, 1988, several 
kilometers north of the Garlock fault and about 20 km east of 

its intersection with the San Andreas fault. This event may have 
been produced by slip on the North Branch of the Garlock fault 
or by slip on one of several northward dipping faults imaged in 
seismic reflection data north of the Garlock fault [Goodman et 
al., 1989]. The focal mechanism for this event is consistent with 
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reverse and left-lateral slip on a plane striking N82øE and 
dipping 70øN [Igald et al., 1990]. This plane projects to the 
surface about 1 km north of the North Branch of the Gatlock 

fault, suggesting that the fault may have been the causative 
fault. In the few places where the North Branch of the Gatlock 
fault is well exposed, it dips moderately northward [Sharry, 1981, 
p. 123], consistent with hypothesis that this fault produced the 
1988 earthquake. The fairly linear trend of the fault on the 
ground surface, however, suggests that the North Branch of the 
Gatlock fault is vertical or subvertical over much of its length 
[Sharry, 1981], and thus may not project at depth to the 
hypocentral region of the 1988 earthquake. 

METHODOLCX3Y 

Several previous authors have used offset geomorphic features 
to determine the amount of slip in past earthquakes [Clark, 
1970; Sieh, 1978; Rockwell and Pinault, 1986; Zhang et al., 1987; 
Lindvail et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 1990]. In this study we 
measured the offsets of many geomorphic features along the 
central and eastern Garlock fault. These features include 

channel walls, gullies, terrace risers, ridges, and debris flows. As 
will be shown, the offsets cluster around discrete values. We 
interpret each of these values to be the cumulative slip 
associated with some number of prehistoric earthquakes. For 
any particular portion of the fault, we interpret the smallest 
value around which offsets cluster to be the slip associated with 
the most recent earthquake, and we interpret each larger value 
to be the cumulative slip associated with the most recent and 
earlier earthquakes. 

Potentially, every large earthquake on a strike-slip fault could 
be recorded by the lateral offset of geomorphic features, if new 
features form during every interseismic period and if some of 
the features developed during each interseismic period are 
preserved up to the time of observation. Hundreds of new 
geomorphic features have formed across the Gatlock fault since 
the latest large earthquake, and at least one gully has formed 
across the fault since the aerial photographs we used were taken 
in 1976. Therefore, if recurrence intervals on the Gatlock fault 
are fairly regular, it is reasonable to expect that many new 
geomorphic features have formed between each successive pair 
of earthquakes on the Gatlock fault. If earthquakes on the 
Gatlock fault are clustered in time, however, such that some 
earthquakes occur only a few decades apart, then in the 
geomorphic record these earthquakes may appear as a single 
event with a displacement equal to the combined displacement 
of the clustered events. In addition, as time passes offset 
geomorphic features may be destroyed by erosion or buried by 
further deposition. Thus the geomorphic record is usually not 
a complete record of past earthquakes for older events. 

We assume that the displacement of the geomorphic features 
studied occurred seismically, rather than as a result of aseismic 
creep. This is a reasonable assumption, since creep has never 
been unambiguously documented on the central or eastern 
Garlock fault. Clark [1973] observed cracks with 3-6 mm of 
left-lateral displacement at a few places on the central Gatlock 
fault, but two narrow-aperture alignment arrays and nine 
quadrilaterals distributed along the central and eastern Gatlock 
fault have failed to detect any displacement across the fault zone 
for the past 19 years [Louie et al., 1985; M. Clark, oral 
communication, 1990]. A portion of the offset of the 
geomorphic features may have occurred as postseismic slip in 
the months following earthquakes. This does not discredit our 
use of the offset values as an indicator of the seismic slip in past 
events, however, because the sum of the coseismic surface slip 

and the postseismic surface slip is probably a better estimate of 
the seismic slip at depth than is the coseismic surface slip alone. 

DATA COLSON 

After examining large-scale, vertical, aerial photographs of the 
Gatlock fault zone (USGS GSGF and GDGF, 1976 and 1977, 
l:5000-scale, low-sun, color; flown for studies of the active traces 
of the Garloclc fault), we selected for field study six areas of the 
fault where geomorphic features that are offset by small 
amounts are most abundant (Figure 1). From west to east the 
six areas are (1) a half-kilometer length of the fault near the 
Gatlock townsite, south of El Paso Mountains, (2) a 5-kilometer 
length of the fault located just west of U.S. Highway 395 and 
south of the eastern part of El Paso Mountains, (3) a 4- 
kilometer length located in eastern Seaties Valley, (4) a 27- 
kilometer length in Pilot Knob Valley, south of the Slate Range 
and the western Quail Mountains, (5) a half-kilometer length 
located 4 km west of Leach Lake and just south of the eastern 
Quail Mountains, and (6) the easternmost 15 km of the fault, 
located within the Avawatz Mountains. This report is based on 
more than 2 months of field work in these areas. 

In the field, each feature identified on the aerial photographs 
was examined to determine whether or not it was tectonically 
offset and whether the amount of separation was an accurate 
measure of the displacement associated with one or more past 
earthquakes. Each feature was given a quality rating that 
indicates the reliability and accuracy of the feature as an 
indicator of tectonic offset. For example, excellent and good 
ratings were given to geomorphic features that clearly have 
correlative features or deposits across the fault trace and that 
have clearly been separated by tectonic offset. Fair ratings were 
given to features that have less certain correlations across the 
fault. Poor ratings were given to features that could possibly be 
separated by nontectonic means, or whose correlations across 
the fault are poor. Features that could easily have formed by 
nontectonic means (such as deflection around an uphill-facing 
scarp or stream capture), that have uncertain correlations across 
the fault, or that cross the fault zone in an area where the 
location of the fault trace(s) is uncertain were not used. To 
assist in evaluating the reliability of each feature, and for later 
reference, a sketch was made of each offset feature. 

The amount that each feature is offset was measured in the 

field with a tape measure. Error bars were given to each 
measurement to indicate the range of plausible offset amounts 
for that feature, assuming that the correlation of the two parts 
of the feature on opposite sides of the fault is correct. Sharp 
features that could be followed right up to the fault on both 
sides thus have small uncertainties in their offsets, whereas more 
subdued features and features that were projected a short 
distance to the fault have larger uncertainties. For most 
features a best estimate value for the offset is also given. The 
offset for each feature is reported to the nearest 0.1 m, even 
though the uncertainty in the offset is usually much larger than 
this. We then round the average offset for each fault segment 
to the nearest 1 m before calculating earthquake magnitudes or 
recurrence intervals. A few features were further documented 

by constructing topographic maps with a Wild TC-2000 total 
station (a theodolite with a built-in electronic distance measuring 
device). 

Erosion of some of the geomorphic features may have 
enlarged or reduced the apparent offset. For example, the tips 
of most shutter ridges have probably been eroded, which 
reduces the apparent offset. For this reason, all of the offset 
measurements on shutter ridges used in this study are reported 
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Fig. 2. Along left-lateral faults, the western walls of southward flowing 
channels are especially prone to fluvial erosion because their 
downstream segments have been faulted into the active channel. The 
eastern walls of such channels are more likely to record the total offset 
of the channel, especially if they have been protected from recent 
erosion by a lower terrace. 

fault zone. Where multiple strands appear to have ruptured in 
the latest few earthquakes, only features that cross all of the 
recently active strands are used. In a few cases the offsets of 
different features of the same apparent age that span different 
fault traces within the fault zone were summed to obtain the 

offset across the whole recently active fault zone. Geomorphic 
features that cross the main fault trace(s) but do not cross fault 
traces that are clearly secondary in nature were also used. 

Where possible, the vertical displacement was also measured. 
Vertical displacement was measured only at sites where the 
horizontal offset could also be measured. The horizontal offset 

was then taken into account so that the true vertical 

displacement could be measured, rather than measuring vertical 
separation due to lateral offset. Of the features where 
horizontal offset was measured, only those with planar surfaces 
of approximately the same slope on both sides of the fault were 
used for measuring vertical displacements. Thus, vertical as minimum values unless the amount of possible erosion can be 

constrained and included in the error bar. Terrace risers that displacements were measured on terraces adjacent to terrace 
separate the modern channel from a terrace are also subject to risers, on debris flows, and on ridges with crests of similar slope 
erosion. On the left-lateral Garlock fault, the western walls of 
southward flowing channels are particularly vulnerable to 
erosion, because the downstream channel segment has been 
faulted into the active channel (Figure 2). On the other hand, 
the downstream segments of the eastern walls of such channels 
have been faulted away from the modern channel. There is still 
potential for erosion of the upstream segment of such eastern 
channel walls, however. Accordingly, if the upstream segment 
of such a channel shows evidence of recent erosion, the offset 

on either side of the fault. Vertical displacement was not 
measured on gullies or channel walls. 

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

Garlock Townsite and Highway 395 Areas 
We studied 24 offset geomorphic features south of El Paso 

Mountains (Table 1). Five of these are located along a half- 
kilometer length of the fault west of the Garlock townsite, and 
the remaining 19 are along a 5-kilometer length of the fault just 

for that channel is reported as a minimum value. If, on the west of U.S. Highway 395. We made detailed topographic maps 
other hand, the eastern channel wall is protected from the at the two sites discussed below in order to document a few of 
modern channel by a low terrace (Figure 2), the offset is not these offset features. 
reported as a minimum. Feature 1.65(1). At this site an abandoned channel, Qtn, has 
Another potential problem is that of multiple fault strands. In been left-laterally faulted (in at least two events) out of the path 

this study each offset measurement reported is thought to of the modern stream (Figure 3). The eastern wall of the 
represent the left-lateral slip across the entire recently active abandoned channel is well-defined and can be recognized to 

TABLE 1. Geomorphic Offsets South of El Paso Mountains 

Horizontal 

Feature Distance, km Quality Offset, m Description 

1-39(1) 18.3 good >_4.0 shutter ridge 
1-41 (1) ! 8.6 fair 6.5 _+ 1.5 beheaded gully offset from source 
1-41(2) 18.7 good >_3.5 youngest part of shutter ridge 
1-41(3) 18.8 poor 6.5 _+ 2.0 beheaded gully offset from source 

o3 alluvial fan offset from channel 1-41(4) 18.9 good 6.5 q- zs 
1-63(3) 28.22 fair 2.6 to 6.5 shutter ridge 
1-63(5) 28.27 fair 2.2 to 7.9 west edge of gully offset 
1-63(6) 28.30 good 7.3 q- 1.7 deeply incised gully offset 
1-63(8) 28.32 fair 2.8 to 7.5 west edge of gully offset 
1-65(1) 28.39 excellent 13.7 q- 2.0 abandoned channel offset 
1-65(2a) 28.73 fair 6.5 q- 1.7 terrace riser offset 
1-65(2b) 28.74 excellent 18.2 q- 3.5 alluvial fan offset from channel 
1-65(3) 28.77 fair >_2.0 shutter ridge 
1-65(10) 28.97 good 8.8 q- 1.5 east wall of channel offset 
1-67(2) 30.15 fair 7.0 q- 1.0 east wall of channel offset 
1-67(la) 30.18 good >_5.2 shutter ridge 
1-67(lb) 30.19 good 18.0 q- 2.0 east wall of channel offset 
1-73(3) 32.40 poor 3.3 __. 1.6 gully offset at two fault traces 
1-73(5a) 32.51 good >_2.4 shutter ridge 
1-73(5b) 32.51 fair 7.1 q- 1.0 east wall of channel offset 
1-73(6a) 32.62 good >_2.6 shutter ridge 
1-73(6b) 32.62 poor 7.0 q- 1.0 east wall of channel offset 
1-73(8b) 32.84 poor 6.8 q- 2.3 west edge of gully offset 
1-73(8a) 32.85 fair 14.2 q- 2.0 center of gully offset 

Distances measured eastward along Garlock fault from Cantil. 
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Fig. 3. Topographic map of an abandoned channel, Qt 4, (feature 1-65(1) in Table 1 and Figure 5) faulted away from its 
source. The 13.7 _+. 2.0 m offset was measured as follows. The top of the eastern wall of the abandoned channel was 
projected to the fault to obtain one piercing point. This piercing point is at an elevation of about 6.25 m (above an arbitrary 
point of zero elevation) and is buried by colluvium derived from the fault scarp. If the vertical displacement has been 
negligible, then the correlative piercing point on the north side of the fault should also be at an elevation of about 6.25 m. 
To find this piercing point, we projected the 6.25-m contour on the eastern wall of the upstream channel segment to the 
fault. Because the channel wall bends about 5 m north of the fault, there are two possible locations of the piercing point. 
The designation of alluvial deposits and surfaces in Figures 3, 4, 11, 12, and 16 is specific to each figure. Thus the Qt 4 
surface in this figure is not the same age as the Qt 4 surface in Figure 4. 

within a few meters of the fault. Adjacent to the fault it has Because there is no other possible source channel for this 
been buried by eolluvium derived from the fault scarp. The alluvial fan, the correlation is excellent. A younger terrace riser 
eastern wall of the abandoned channel south of the fault clearly (feature 1-65(2b}} that cuts the Qa 3 fan has been offset 6.5 __. 
correlates with the eastern wall of the modern channel north of 1.7 rn from the east edge of the Qt z terrace north of the fault 
the fault, because there is no other upstream channel segment (Figure 4}. This feature has been given a fair quality rating 
that could be a match. The off•t of this feature is 13.7 __. 2.0 because the correlation is less certain. Although there is a 1-m- 
m. We have given this off•t an excellent quality rating because, high south facing scarp on the Qt z terrace, part or all of this 
at time of its formation, the eastern wall of the abandoned scarp may be due to left-lateral offset of the terrace surface, 
channel was clearly located directly opposite the eastern wall of which slopes obliquely to the fault. Three-dimensional 
the channel segment north of the fault. projection of the east edge of the Qt z terrace to the fault 
Features 1-65(2a) and 1-65(2b). At this site the apex of an suggests that there probably is no vertical displacement of the 

alluvial fan (feature 1-65(2a) and Qa 3 on Figure 4) has been east edge of the terrace. 
left-laterally faulted 18.2 __. 3.5 m from its source channel. Other offset features. In Figure 5 the left-lateral off•t of each 
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Fig. 4. Topographic map of an alluvial fan Qa 3 (feature 1-65(2a) in Table 1 and Figure 5) offset from its source channel and 
of an offset riser between the Qt z terrace and older deposits (feature 1-65(2b) in Table 1 and Figure 5). To measure the 
offset of the alluvial fan Qa3, the edges of the fan were projected beneath fault scarp colluvium to the fault to obtain two 
piercing points (solid circles south of the fault). The edges of the source channel, as defined by the outer edges of the Qt z 
terrace within the source channel, were then projected to the fault to obtain two other piercing points (solid circles north 
of the fault). The two piercing points south of the fault must restore to a position between the two piercing points north 
of the fault yielding an offset of 18.2 +_ 3.5 m. Piercing points from which the 6.5 +_ 1.7 m offset of the terrace riser were 
measured are shown as open circles. The two open circles north of the fault reflect the westernmost and easternmost likely 
locations for the piercing point north of the fault and are the source of the reported error. 

10 

feature listed in Table 1 is plotted as a function of distance 
along the strike of the fault. Thin, horizontal lines pass through 
or near features that we believe have been offset by the same 
number of slip events. These lines are derived from Figure 6, 
which shows that the data cluster around the discrete offset 
values at these lines. 

In Figure 6, the uncertainty in the offset of each geomorphic 
feature in Table 1 has been translated into a probability density 
function, and these probability density functions have been 
summed. (See Figure 6 caption for a more complete discussion 
of the construction of this figure). The presence of resolvable 
peaks in Figure 6 indicates that the offsets cluster around 
discrete values which probably represent the cumulative 
displacement associated with different numbers of past 
earthquakes. The area under the entire curve in Figure 6 is 
equal to the number of offset features represented (15), and the 
area under each peak is roughly equal to the number of offset 

features producing that peak. The width of the peaks reflects 
both the uncertainty in the measurements and the actual 
variability along strike of the offset during past earthquakes. 
The representation of the data in Figure 6 was chosen over a 
standard histogram because it allows the uncertainty of the 
measurements to be incorporated. 
The data presented in Table 1, and in Figures 5 and 6, suggest 

that the most recent large earthquake on this part of the 
Garlock fault may have been produced by as much as about 7 
m of left-lateral slip. Although a number of geomorphic 
features have apparent offsets of about 3 m, all but one of these 
are shutter ridges whose tips may have been eroded, so they 
provide only a lower bound on the true offset of these features. 
Feature 1-73(3) (Table 1 and Figure 5) is the only feature offset 
less than about 7 m that need not be regarded as a minimum 
estimate of the true offset. The correlation of this gully across 
the fault, however, is poor. Thus, there is no convincing 
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Fig. 5. Offset of 24 geomorphic features south of El Paso Mountains (Table 1) plotted as a function of distance along strike, 
measured eastward from Cantil. The westernmost five features are from the Garlock townsite area, and the remaining 19 
features are from the Highway 395 area. Horizontal lines are drawn at the offset values around which the offsets cluster 
(see Figure 6) and probably represent the cumulative slip in different numbers of past earthquakes. For shutter ridges, 
arrows are plotted with their bases at the minimum offset and have an arbitrary 2-m length. 

evidence for less than about 7 m of slip in the latest slip event 
here. The features offset about 14 m and about 18 m also 

suggest slip of about 7 m (14 - 7 m) in the penultimate event, 
and slip of about 4 m (18 - 14 m) in the previous event. 
Because the geomorphic record may be incomplete, however, 
more frequent events with smaller slip amounts can not be ruled 
out and may be weakly suggested by the apparent 3.3 m offset 
of the poor quality feature 1-73(3). 

The amount of slip in the latest earthquake probably varied 
somewhat along strike because none of the horizontal lines 

thought to represent the average cumulative slip in different 
numbers of past earthquakes pass through the error bar for 
feature 1-65(10) in Figure 5. The degree of variability required 
to interpret the 9-m offset of 1-65(10) as having formed during 
the most recent earthquake, along with the 7-m offsets, is not 
unreasonable considering the variability of slip along strike 
documented after major historical strike-slip faulting events. For 
example, the slip associated with the 1968 Dasht-e Bayaz 
earthquake in Iran varied from 3.0 to 1.5 m within about 100 m 
along strike of the fault [Ambrasseys and Tchalenko, 1969]. As 
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Fig. 6. Summation of Gaussian probability density functions for 15 offset features south of El Paso Mountains, from the 
Garlock townsite and Highway 395 areas (Table 1 and Figure 5, excluding measurements without a best estimate). Each 
offset is represented by a Gaussian probability density function with a mean at the best estimate of the offset and with a 
standard deviation equal to one-half of the uncertainty (i.e., the uncertainties reported in Table 1 are assumed to be +_2- 
sigma uncertainties). For features with asymmetrical uncertainties, a standard deviation equal to one-half of the larger of 
the two uncertainties is used. The probability density functions for all of these offsets were then summed to produce this 
figure. Shading indicates the quality of the offset estimates used. Each peak probably represents the cumulative slip 
associated with a different number of past earthquakes. The peak at 3.3 m is dubious, however, because it represents only 
one, poor-quality offset. 
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TABLE 2. Geomorphic Offsets in Searlea Valley 

Horizontal Vertical Description of 
Feature Distance, km Quality Offset, m Displacement, m Offset Feature 

1-129(7) 57.52 poor 3.9 _+ 0.8 S gully 
1-131(5) 58.27 fair 25.0 + 3.0 S east facing terrace riser 
1-131(1) 58.85 good 21.0 _+ 1.2 0.35 S east facing terrace riser 
1-131(2) 58.86 poor 7.0 + 1.0 S east facing terrace riser 
1-131(3) 59.23 good _>8.4 west wall of channel 
1-131(4) 59.26 poor 9.6 _+ 2.0 east wall of channel 
1-133(1) 59.34 fair 24.0 _+ 3.0 beheaded channel 
1-133(6) 59.80 poor 3.0 _+ 0.5 S gully 
1-133(7) 59.80 poor 2.3 + 0.5 S gully 
1-133(8) 59.83 poor 2.5 _+ 0.7 S gully 
1-133(9) 59.86 poor 2.8 _+ 0.5 S beheaded gully 
1-133(10) 59.86 poor 1.4 _+ 0.5 S gully 
1-133(11) 59.90 poor 2.8 _+ 0.4 S gully 
1-133(12) 59.94 poor 3.5 + _ 1.? west wall of channel 
1-133(15) 60.03 poor 2.2 + 0.2 S gully 
1-133(16) 60.03 poor 2.2 _+ 0.2 S gully 
1-133(18) 60.05 poor 1.8 _+ 0.2 S gully 
1-133(19) 60.07 poor 1.7 _+ 0.5 S gully 
1-133(20) 60.07 poor 1.6 _+ 0.5 S gully 
1-133(21) 60.19 good >-12.5 S shutter ridge 
1-133(22) 60.20 fair 2.5 + 0.5 S gully 
1-133(23) 60.20 fair 1.9 _+ 0.5 S gully 
1-133(24) 20.26 good >-4.4 S shutter ridge 
1-133(25) 60.35 good >-4.6 S shutter ridge 
1-134(la) 60.62 fair 12.0 + 1.0 west wall of channel 
1-134(lb) 60.63 fair >_11.5 shutter ridge 

Distances measured eastward along the fault from Cantil. S indicates south-up sense of vertical 
displacement. 

another example, the surface displacement associated with the 
1967 Mudurnu Valley earthquake in Turkey varied from 1.8 to 
0.7 m to 1.8 to 0.8 m all within about 450 m along strike of the 
fault [Ambrasseys and Zatopek, 1969]. On the other hand, the 
9-m offset of 1-65(10) could conceivably represent the 
cumulative slip in the past two events (about 7 m in the latest 
event and about 2 m in the previous event). We regard this as 
a less likely interpretation, however, because of the lack of other 
geomorphic features offset about 9 m. 

The amount of slip in past earthquakes suggested by the 
geomorphic offsets along the southern flank of El Paso 
Mountains (4-7 m) is consistent with a previous estimate of the 
slip per event in this area. At a site about 6 km west of our 
Garlock townsite area, Burke and Clark [1978] and Burke [1979] 
documented 9-17 slip events in the past 14,700 radiocarbon 
years. On the basis of the 80-m left-lateral offset of a nearby 
lacustrine bar of similar age, they inferred that those 9-17 events 
each involved 5-9 m of left-lateral slip. 

No features (other than feature 1-65(2b) discussed above) 
were found along this segment of the fault for which the vertical 
displacement could be unambiguously measured. 

Searles Valley 

displacements within this range. The offset features on which 
this interpretation is based, however, are sparse, and most of 
them are of poor quality. The lack of features offset between 
12 and 21 m may reflect the incompleteness of the geomorphic 
record, rather than indicating the occurrence of a 9-m slip event. 

Where the sense of vertical slip can be determined, it is 
uniformly south-side-up. One south facing scarp exists along 
this portion of the fault, but it may be separation formed by 
lateral slip. 

Pilot Knob Valley 
The lateral displacements of 74 geomorphic features in Pilot 

Knob Valley also cluster around discrete values (Table 3 and 
Figures 9 and 10). The six peaks in Figure 10 are spaced 1.9- 
4.1 meters apart, suggesting that the geomorphic offsets in Pilot 
Knob Valley record six large, prehistoric earthquakes with about 
2-4 m of left-lateral slip each. 

Other interpretations of the data are possible, however. For 
example, consider the geomorphic features in western Pilot 
Knob Valley that are offset about 6 m or less. An alternate 
interpretation is that all of the features offset about 6 m or less 
in western Pilot Knob Valley were offset in the latest event and 
that the amount of slip in that event varied along strike from 

Twenty-six offset geomorphic features were measured along a about 2 m to about 6 m. This degree of variability of slip along 
4-kilometer length of the fault in Seaties Valley (Table 2 and strike has been exhibited by several historical strike-slip 
Figures 7 and 8). Each horizontal line on Figure 7 corresponds earthquakes, namely, the 1940 Imperial Valley (California) 
to a peak on Figure 8 and is thought to represent the earthquake [Sharp, 1982], the 1968 Dasht-e Bayaz (Iran) 
cumulative slip in some number of past earthquakes. Two earthquake [Ambrasseys and Tchalenko, 1969], and the 1976 
offset features with fair correlations and a number of features Motagua (Guatemala) earthquake [Bucknam et al., 1978]. 
with poor correlations suggest that the latest earthquake on this In spite of the existence of historical precedents for the type of 
part of the fault was produced by about 2.2 m of left-lateral slip. slip distribution along strike required by the alternate 
The largeroffsetsareseparatedby 1.7-3.5m, suggesting that the interpretation of the data in Figure 9, we prefer the 
previous several earthquakes have been generated by interpretation stated initially, that the features offset about 2-4 
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Fig. 7. Offset of 26 geomorphic features in Searles Valley (Table 2) plotted as a function of distance along strike, measured 
eastward from Cantil. Horizontal lines are drawn at the offset values around which the offsets cluster, as shown in Figure 
8, and probably represent the cumulative slip in different numbers of past earthquakes. Horizontal lines through clusters 
(or single measurements) that are defined only by poor quality offsets are dashed. For features that may have been modified 
by erosion, arrows are plotted with their bases at the minimum offset. 
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Fig. 8. Summed Gaussian probability density functions for 21 offset features in Searles Valley (Table 2 and Figure 7). 
Shading indicates the quality of the offset estimates used. See Figure 6 caption for a more complete explanation of the 
construction of this figure. The largest peak, at about 2.2 m, probably represents the slip in the most recent earthquake. 
Other peaks may represent the cumulative slip in greater numbers of past earthquakes, but their interpretation is less certain 
due to the small number of offset features represented. 
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Feature 

2-11(2b) 
2-21(1) 
2-21(8) 
2-21(2) 
2-21(3) 
2-21(4) 
2-21(71) 
2-21(7b) 
2-23(1) 
2-23(2) 
2-23(12) 
2-23(13) 
2-23(3) 
2-23(6) 
2-23(8) 

2-23(10) 
2-23(11) 
2-25(2) 
2-25(4) 
2-25(5) 
2-27(9) 
2-27(1) 
2-27(3) 
2-27(5) 
2-27(6) 
2-27(11) 
2-29(2) 
2-29(4) 

2-29(7) 
2-29(8) 
2-29(12) 
2-29(13) 
2-29(9) 
2-29(11) 

2-31(lb) 
2-31(2b) 
2-33(5) 
2-33(6) 
2-35(1) 
2-35(2) 
2-37(1) 
2-45(1) 
2-45(3) 
2-53(1) 
2-57(41) 
2-57(4b) 
2-59(1) 
2-59(14) 
2-59(3) 
2-59(9) 
2-59(4) 
2-59(6) 
2-59(11) 
2-59(12) 
2-59(13) 
2-61(4) 
2-61(5) 
2-61(6) 
2-61(7) 
2-61(8) 
2-61(11) 
2-61(12) 
2-61(13) 
2-61(14) 

TABLE 3. Geomorphic Offsets in Pilot Knob Valley 

Distance, km 
Horizontal Vertical Description of 

Quality Offset, m Displacement, m Offset Feature 

70.61 

71.91 
71.92 

75.91 
75.98 
76.07 
76.08 

76.22 

76.53 

76.54 
76.70 
76.72 
76.74 
76.76 

76.77 

76.82 
77.18 

77.47 
77.64 

77.81 

77.98 
78.24 

78.69 
78.84 

78.87 
78.89 
78.99 
79.07 

79.29 
79.34 

79.71 
79.72 
79.75 
79.78 

79.82 

79.95 

80.31 
80.79 

81.59 

81.61 

81.70 
81.83 

83.16 

87.65 
87.70 
91.78 

92.71 
92.71 

93.54 
93.67 

93.73 
93.77 

93.85 
93.88 

94.04 

94.10 

94.12 

95.44 

95.45 
95.45 

95.46 
95.47 
95.74 
95.75 
95.81 
95.82 

poor 6.0 __ 1.0 
excellent •_9.9 
fair 12.4 + 1.0 -- 1.5 

poor 2.1 __ 0.5 
fair 3.1 __ 0.5 
excellent 15.2 _ 1.0 
excellent 14.0 __ 1.5 

poor 4.4 _ 1.0 
poor 2.0 __ 0.5 
poor 2.5 __ 0.5 
excellent 5.6 _ 1.0 0.50 N 

good 5.0 _+ 0.7 0.50 N 
poor 4.9 _+ 0.8 0.55 N 
poor 4.0 + 0.8 
fair 5.3 + •.0 -- 0.5 

poor 4.8 _+ 1.0 
poor 6.2 -4- 0.3 -- 1.5 

good 3.5 + 1.0 0.40 N -- 0.5 

poor 3.7 _+ 0.5 
good 4.9 _+ 1.0 

1.5 
good 5.4 _+ o3 
fair 11.7 _+ 1.0 

poor 4.5 to 8.3 
excellent •_8.2 

poor 2.6 _+ 1.0 
good 4.6 + 7.o 0.30 N -- 1.0 
fair •_3.5 

good •_7.3 
poor 3.9 _+ 2.0 
good 5.6 + 7.o -- 1.0 

excellent 3.7 + •.0 0.60 N -- 0.5 
fair 3.5 +__ 0.4 
fair 5.4 + o.5 0.58 N -- 1.2 

poor 5.1 _+ 1.0 0.20 N 
poor 5.3 +_ 1.0 0.50 N 
good 7.3 4- 4.7 -- 1.5 

Z0 
poor 15.0 _+ 
poor 10.0 _+ 3.0 
good 8.4 _+ 1.6 
poor 2.4 +_ 0.5 
good 3.0 _+ 0.5 
good 6.1 _+ 1.0 
excellent •_5.4 
fair 15.3 _+ 1.0 
fair 5.8 _+ 1.0 

poor 3.5 _+ 0.5 
excellent •_2.5 

good 2.1 _+ O.8 
fair 4.0 +_ 0.7 0.55 N 

poor 2.3 _+ 0.7 0.25 N 
good 2.8 +_ 0.7 0.80 N 
fair 3.3 + 1.3 0.60 N -- 0.8 

poor 5.8 _+ 1.4 
good •_2.5 
good 3.1 + •.4 - •.0 0.40 N 
good 3.4 _+ 1.2 0.35 N 
good •_2.5 O.65 N 
fair 2.7 _+ 0.7 
fair 5.6 _+ 0.7 

good 5.3 _+ 0.3 
fair 3.4 _+ 0.5 
fair 3.5 _+ 0.7 

good 8.3 _+ 1.0 
good 7.6 _+ 1.0 
good 16.0 _+ 0.5 
good 16.5 + 7.o -- 1.0 

east wall of channel 

shutter ridge 
east wall of channel 

terrace riser 
debris flow 

west wall of channel 

east wall of channel 

gully 
hillside 

hillside 
terrace riser 

gully 
debris flow 

debris flow 

gully 
gully and debris flow 
gully 

debris flow 

ridge and gully 
terrace riser 

shutter ridge 
east wall of channel 

east wall of channel 
terrace riser 

gully 
east wall of channel 

shutter ridge 
shutter ridge 
incised channel 
east wall of channel 

terrace riser 

gully 
gully 
east wall of channel 
east wall of channel 
terrace riser 

east wall of channel 
east wall of channel 

east wall of channel 

gully 
gully 
east wall of channel 

west wall of channel 

gully and ridge 
east edge of gully 
east edge of mound 
west edge of terrace 
east edge of terrace 
west edge of terrace 
debris flow 

debris flow 

gully 
both edges of terrace 
east wall of channel 

west edge of debris flow 
west edge of debris flow 
west edge of debris flow 
east wall of channel 

east edge of terrace 
west wall of channel 

east wall of channel 
terrace riser 
west wall of channel 
east wall of channel 

west wall of channel 
east wall of channel 
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TABLE 3. (continued) 

Horizontal Vertical Description of 
Feature Distance, km Quality Offset, m Displacement, m Offset Feature 

2-61(15) 95.84 good 15.5 + 2.5 - 1.5 west wall of channel 
2-61(16) 95.87 good 18.0 _+ 1.5 east wall of channel 
2-63(2) 95.99 fair 2.5 + 1.7 - 0.7 east wall of channel 
2-63(3) 96.00 fair 8.8 _+ 0.7 old east wall of channel 
2-63(5a) 96.04 fair 2.3 + 2.o - 05 west edge of seive deposit 
2-63(8) 96.59 good 7.0 _+ 1.5 channel 
2-63(4a) 96.77 good 4.2 + 1.8 - 1.2 west wall of channel 
2-63(4b) 96.78 good 3.4 _+ 1.1 east wall of channel 

Distances measured eastward along fault from Cantil. N indicates north-up sense of vertical displacement. 

m record the slip in the latest earthquake while those offset where the fault has only one strand (as opposed to areas where 
about 4¾2 to 6 m record the slip in the latest two earthquakes there is a step-over in the fault) have no documented historical 
combined, for the following reasons. First, the alternate precedent. 
interpretation can not easily be extended to eastern Pilot Knob Second, the fact that there are two separate peaks in Figure 
Valley. A terrace riser offset 2.7 __. 0.7 m (feature 2-61(4))is 10, at 3.4 m and at 5.3 m, supports the interpretation that 
located less than 10 m west of two terrace risers offset 5.6 __. 0.7 features offset 2-4 m record slip in the latest event, while 
m and 5.3 __. 0.3 m (features 2-61(5) and 2-61(6), Table 3). features offset 4V2 to 6 m record the slip associated with the two 
Less than 20 m east of features 2-61(5) and 2-61(6) are two latest events combined. If all features offset about 6 m or less 
terrace risers offset 3.4 __. 0.5 m and 3.5 __. 0.7 m (features 2- are attributed to a single event with variable slip, then one 
61(7) and 2-61(8), Table 3). Changes in slip along strike that would expect to see more features offset between 4 and 5 m. 
are this large, that occur in such a short distance, and that occur That is, one would expect to see a single, broad peak between 
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Fig. 9. Offset of 74 geomorphic features in Pilot Knob Valley (Table 3), plotted as a function of distance along strike 
eastward from Cantil. Horizontal lines correspond to peaks in Figure 10 and probably represent the average cumulative 
offset associated with different numbers of past slip events. Dotted curve illustrates an alternate interpretation, in which 
slip is more variable along strike (see text). For features that may have been modified by erosion, arrows are plotted with 
their bases at the minimum offset. 
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Fig. 10. Summed Gaussian probability density functions for 62 geomorphic offsets in Pilot Knob Valley (Table 3 and Figure 
9). Shading indicates the quality of offset estimates used. See caption of Figure 6 for explanation of the construction of 
this figure. Each peak probably represents the cumulative slip associated with a different number of past earthquakes. 

about 2 and 6 m, rather than two separate peaks. The lack of terraces (feature 2-23(1)) is left laterally displaced 5.6 _ 1.0 m. 
features offset between about 4 and 5 m is particularly true of The terrace riser is sharp and extends nearly up to the fault on 
the good and fair quality offsets. both sides of the fault. It is very unlikely that the terrace riser 
The vertical component of each displacement in Pilot Knob segment south of the fault could have been cut in its present 

Valley averages about 12% of the horizontal component (Table position. It is much more likely that the riser south of the fault 
3). Along the section of the fault lying south of the Slate was originally aligned with the riser north of the fault and was 
Range, the vertical slip is uniformly up to the north. The few subsequently offset. The riser segment north of the fault can 
north facing scarps along this part of the fault are either part of not have been eroded recently, because it is protected from the 
grabens within step-overs of the fault or may be explained by modern channel by the Ot 2 terrace. Any reduction of the 
lateral offset. Although the only measured vertical apparent offset by erosion of the northern riser segment had to 
displacements south of the Quail Mountains are up to the north 
(both in eastern Pilot Knob Valley and west of Leach Lake, see 
Table 4), there are north facing scarps along other parts of the 
fault south of Panamint Valley and the Quail Mountains that 
are difficult to explain by lateral movement and that probably 
indicate south-side-up displacement at some places. 

occur before deposition of the Ot 2 terrace. We thus regard this 
terrace riser as an accurate indicator of the amount of slip in the 
past one or more earthquakes at this site, and we have given it 
an excellent quality rating. 

A small gully (feature 2-23(2)) incised into the Qt 3 terrace has 
also been offset left-laterally about 5.0 _+ 0.7 m. The corre!atio_n 

Topographic maps of a few of the offset features in Pilot Knob of this offset feature is good because there is no other possible 
Valley are discussed below. source for the beheaded gully south of the fault. 
Feature 2-35(1). At this site, a gully is offset 3.0 _+ 0.5 m left The vertical separation of the Qt a terrace is 45-50 cm, north- 

laterally (Figure 11). The gully is well-defined and is offset side-up. Because the lateral offset of features cut into this 
sharply at the fault. The upstream and downstream gully terrace is only about 5 m here and because the gradient of the 
segments have the same width, and there are no other channels Qt a surface is roughly perpendicular to the fault within 5 m from 
nearby and northwest of the fault of suitable size to be sources the places where vertical separation was measured, the vertical 
for the downstream segment. For these reasons we have given separation can be interpreted as true vertical displacement, 
this feature a good quality rating. As discussed above, we rather than as vertical separation caused by lateral slip. Because 
believe that the 3 m of slip recorded by this gully represents the we believe that the terrace riser and channel cut into this terrace 
left-lateral slip in the latest earthquake along this part of the have been offset in two past events, the 50-cm vertical 
fault. displacement of this terrace probably also occurred in two 
Features 2-23(1) and 2-23(2). At this site, both a terrace riser events. Although the terrace is older than the terrace riser and 

and a small gully on top of the terrace are offset left laterally channel that have been cut into it, we have found no features on 
(Figure 12). The top of the riser between the Ot 2 and Ot• this terrace that are offset more than 5.6 m left laterally, so we 
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TABLE 4. Oeomorphic Offsets Near Leach Lake and in the Avawatz Mountains 

Feature Distance, km Quality 

2-1S6(S) 118.24 fair 
2-156(4) 118.40 poor 
2-1s6(1) 118.44 good 
2-1S6(2) 118.51 good 
2-1S6(3) 118.57 poor 
F•-•O) •.8• poor 
F•-•(2a) •4.•0 good 
F_,3-39(2b) 134.11 poor 
E3-39(2c) 134.1:2 poor 
F_341(1) 134.:27 poor 
F_3-4•(2) •34.3• poor 
F•-4•O) •S.2S good 
e•-4•O•) •S.• poor 
•-4•(2) •S.80 good 
E3-43(3) 135.81 poor 
F_3-43(4b) 135.82 fair 
E3-43(4a) 135.83 fair 
F_3•6) 13S.84 fair 
F_3•7) 13S.8S fair 
E3-43(8) 135.86 fair 
E3•9) 135.87 fair 
F_3-43(10) 135.89 poor 

E3-43(11) 136.14 good 
F.3-4S(•) 136.43 poor 
F.3-45(8) 136.44 poor 
E3-4S(7) 136.4S poor 
e•-4s(•) •6.9• hir 
F_3-4S(1) 137.06 fair 
F•-4S(2) •?.09 good 
F_,3•S(4) 137.11 fair 
F.3-45(5) 137.15 good 
E3•7(1) 137.30 good 
•-47(2) •z7.z2 good 
E3•7(10) 137.52 fair 
E.3-47(3) 137.61 poor 
E3•7(4) 137.81 fair 
F.3-47(S) 137.88 poor 
E3-47(6) 137.96 fair 
F_3-47(8) •3S.09 fair 
F.3-47(9) •38.• poor 
E3-49(15) 138.22 fair 
E3-49(14) 138.29 good 

E.3-49(13) 138.39 poor 
•.3-49(12) 13s.60 fair 
E3-49(•D •38.47 poor 
F.3-49(10) 138.4• poor 
F_3-4•(•) •38.?1 poor 
F.3-49(8) •3S.72 poor 
F_3-49(1) 138.75 fair 
E3-49(2) 138.77 fair 
F.3-49(3) •3S.78 fair 
F.3-49(4) 138.80 fair 
F.3-49(S) 13S.82 poor 
F.3-49(•) •3S.S4 poor 
•-•(?) •s.9• good 
F.3-SlO) 139.29 poor 
•.•-s•O) •.• good 
F•-S•(•) •.4• good 
F.3-S1(7) 139.44 fair 
E3-51(8) 139.51 fair 
E3-51(9) 139.53 excellent 
F_3-51(10) 139.60 fair 

E.3-S1(11) 139.61 fair 
E.3-S1(13) 139.63 poor 
E.3-S1(14) 139.6S fair 
F.3-51(14b) 139.66 poor 
E.3-S1(14c) 139.67 poor 
E3-sl(ls) 13•.•8 poor 

Horizontal Vertical 

Offset, m Displacement, m 

2.2 + 0.5 
3.3 + 0.5 0.30 N 
2.3 + 0.7 0.35 N 
3.2 + 0.7 0.40 N 
5.8 + 1.2 0.60 N 
>-1.4 
>-1.9 
2.3 -0- 0.7 

1.0 
2.5 -0- o.s 0.80 N 
5.3 -0- 1.5 
4.8 -+- 1.5 
>_8.1 
6.0 ñ 1.0 
3.5 -0- 1.0 0.50 N 

2.5 ñ o.s 0.60 N 
2.6 ñ 0.5 o.o 
2.4 ñ 0.5 0.0 
2.5 ñ 0.6 0.30 S 
2.4 ñ 0.8 0.40 S 

o.s 0.40 S 3.0 ñ 1.0 
2.3 ñ 0.5 

o.s 0.20 S 2.9 ñ o.7 
2.3 

2.5 ñ o.s 
3.2 ñ 1.0 
2.4 ñ 1.0 
4.0 ñ 1.5 
2.6 ñ 1.0 
2.9 ñ 0.8 0.50 N 
3.2 ñ 0.7 0.50 N 
2.4 ñ 0.8 0.40 N 
0.8 ñ 0.5 O. lO N 
>-3.4 0.40 S 
3.2 ñ 2.0 
3,6 ñ 1.0 0.40 S 
2.1 ñ 1.0 
3.6 ñ 1.0 
2.7 ñ 1.5 
2.7 ñ 1.5 0.75 S 
2.6 ñ 0.5 

o.s 
2.3 ñ 1.o 
3.4 ñ 1.0 0.50 S 

o.s 0.30 S 2.4 ñ o.8 

1.o S 3.0 ñ 1.2 
>_1.9 S 
7.3 ñ 1.0 S 
6.2 ñ 1.0 S 
3.5 ñ 1.0 S 
3.6 ñ 0.7 S 

>-1.5 >o.15 s 
3.8 ñ 0.7 0.25 N 
5.2 ñ 1.0 
5.0 ñ 1.0 
5.0 ñ 1.o 
5.3 ñ 1.o 
3.3 ñ 0.5 0.50 S 
4.6 ñ 0.5 
3.6 ñ 1.0 0,0 
3.6 ñ 0,7 0.60 S 
3,1 ñ 0.8 0.60 S 
5.6 ñ 1.3 

>-1.9 0.0 
o.$ 

5.4 ñ •.0 
1.0 

4.6 ñ 1.8 0.0 
2.2 ñ 1.o 
3.0 ñ 0.5 0.50 S 
2.5 ñ 0.5 0.40 s 
3.5 ñ 0.5 0.40 S 

2.s + 0.s0 s 

Description of 
Offset Feature 

west edge of debris flow 
west edge of debris flow 
gully 
gully 
west facing terrace riser 
west facing terrace riser 
west facing terrace 'rmer 
east edge of debris flow 
east facing terrace riser 
ridge 
ridge 
west wall of channel 

west facing terrace riser 
west facing terrace riser 
east edge of debris flow 
west edge of ridge 
east edge of ridge 
east edge of debris flow 
west wall of channel 
east wall of channel 

west edge of debris flow 
west edge of gully 

gully 
ridge 
ridge 
ridge 
ridge 
east wall of channel 
west wall of channel 

gully 
east edge of debris flow 
west wall of channel 
east wall of channel 

east facing terrace riser 
ridge 
west edge of ridge 
east wall of channel 

ridge 
west wall of channel 

ridge 
gully 
west facing terrace riser 

west wall of channel 
west wall of channel 
debris flow 
debris flow 

east facing terrace 'rmer 
east facing terrace riser 
ridge 
east wall of channel 

ridge 
ridge 
ridge 
ridge 
east facing terrace 'rmer 
west edge of ridge 
old west wall of channel 
east wall of channel 

east facing terrace 'ruer 
west edge of ridge 
east wall of channel 
west wall of channel 

east wall of channel 
east wall of channel 

gully 
debris flow 
debris flow 
west wall of channel 
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TABLE 4. (continued) 

Horizontal Vertical Description of 
Feature Distance, km Quality Offset, m Displacement, m Offset Feature 

E3-51(16) 139.70 poor 2.2 + 1.1 - 0.$ 0.40 S west side of ridge 
E3-51(17) 139.71 fair 3.6 _+ 0.6 0.40 S east side of ridge 
E3-51(18) 139.76 poor 5.3 + 0.8 S west wall of channel -- 2.3 

E3-51(19) 139.80 good •_1.1 east wall of channel 
E3-51(20) 140.02 fair 3.0 _+ 1.0 east side of ridge 
E3-51(21) 140.05 poor 11.0 _+ 1.5 west wall of channel 
E3-51(22) 140.06 fair _•2.3 east wall of channel 
E3-51(24) 140.08 poor 7.0 _+ 1.0 west wall of channel 
E3-51(25) 140.12 fair _•1.5 0.35 S east wall of channel 
E3-51(26) 140.14 fair 3.5 _+ 0.7 0.35 S west wall of channel 
E3-53(1) 140.19 fair 3.8 _+ 1.0 <0.20 N east facing terrace riser 
E3-53(2) 140.31 fair 3.4 _+ 1.0 <0.10 N west wall of channel 
E3-53(3) 140.22 fair 2.5 _+ 0.5 0.35 S east wall of channel 
E3-53(5) 140.29 fair 4.7 + 1.6 0.50 N east facing terrace riser -- 0.7 

E3-53(6) 140.31 fair 2.4 4- 1.3 0.35 N west wall of channel -- 0.5 

E3-53(7) 140.33 good •_2.8 0.30 S east wall of channel 
E3-53(9) 140.84 poor 12.7 + 1.0 ridge -- 4.0 

E3-53(10) 140.87 fair 4.1 _+ 1.5 ridge 
E3-55(2) 141.46 fair 1.7 to 7.2 west wall of channel 
E3-55(3) 141.69 poor 1.5 _+ 1.0 S? hillside 
E3-67(1) 145.47 good 2.3 _+ 0.5 0.20 N east edge of gully 
E3-67(2) 145.48 good 2.4 + 1.0 0.20 N east edge of gully -- 0.5 

E3-67(5) 146.07 good 3.3 + 0.8 gully -- 2.0 

E3-69(6) 146.46 fair 6.0 + 1.0 - 3.5 west wall of channel 
E3-69(7) 146.52 fair •_3.2 west wall of channel 
E3-69(1) 146.84 good 2.8 _+ 0.8 ridge 
E3-71(4) 147.57 good 2.0 _+ 1.0 0.13 S east edge of debris flow 
E3-71(1) 147.58 excellent 2.7 _+ 0.6 0.20 S east facing terrace riser 
E3-71(2) 147.63 poor 1.8 _+ 1.0 east facing terrace riser 
E3-71(5) 147.64 poor 3.0 _+ 1.0 east wall of channel 
E3-71(6) 147.66 fair 2.8 + 2.0 - 1.0 west wall of channel 

E3-71(3b) 147.73 good 4.6 + 1.0 N? east edge of alluvial fan -- 2.0 

E3-71(7) 147.93 fair 3.0 _+ 2.0 east wall of channel 

Distances measured eastward along fault from Cantil. N, S indicate relative uplift of the north and south 
sides of the fault, respectively. 

suspect that the terrace itself has experienced only two faulting 
events. 

Leach Lake Area 

Along a 0.5-km-long stretch of the fault located 4 km west of 
Leach Lake, south of the eastern Quail Mountains, four 
geomorphic features are offset 2.2-3.3 m and one feature is 
offset 5.8 m (Table 4 and Figures 13 and 14). We interpret the 
features offset 2.2-3.3 m to be from the most recent event only, 
while the feature offset 5.8 m was probably offset in the past 
two events. The vertical component of slip, where available, is 
consistently north-side-up and averages about 12% of the left- 
lateral component. 

A vawatz Mountains 

In this area, offsets were measured only along the Holocene 
trace of the fault, as mapped by Clark [1973]. Other fault 
scarps in Quaternary deposits are present within a zone up to 5 
Icm wide spanning the Holocene fault trace [Brady, 1986], but 
none of these faults displaces alluvium as young looking as that 
displaced by the Holocene fault trace. 

Within the Avawatz Mountains, 64 geomorphic features are 
offset 0.8-4.1 m across the Garlock fault (Table 4 and Figures 
13 and 14). We interpret these features to have been offset in 
the most recent event. We interpret the average amount of slip 

associated with this event to be 2.8 m, the value at the center of 
the broad peak in Figure 14. Eighteen features, of generally 
poorer quality, are offset 4.6-7.3 m and may represent the 
cumulative slip of the past two large earthquakes. The average 
cumulative slip for the past two events is probably about 5.0 m, 
the value at the center of the shoulder on the side of the large, 
broad peak on Figure 14. A few features of poor quality are 
offset larger amounts (about 7 and 11 m), presumably recording 
the slip associated with a greater number of past earthquakes. 

This interpretation requires substantial variability along strike 
of the amount of slip in the latest earthquake. Except for 
feature E3-45(5) (discussed below), however, the degree of 
variability required is nowhere greater than that exhibited by 
some historical strike-slip earthquakes (e.g., the 1968 Dasht-e 
Bayaz earthquake in Iran [Arnbrasseys and Tchalenko, 1969]). 
An alternate interpretation is that the most recent event 
averaged about 2 m slip and that the past two events combined 
averaged about 3.5 m of left-lateral slip. The uncertainties in 
the offset measurements could have caused the peaks from 
these two hypothetical events to merge into the single, broad 
peak between about 2 and 4 m in Figure 14. 

Along the northern flank of the Avawatz Mountains, the 
vertical displacement of geomorphic features on the Garlock 
fault is about 13% of the left-lateral offset, but the sense of 
vertical slip varies along strike (Table 4). 
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Fig. 11. Topographic map of a gully (feature 2-35(1) in Table 3 and Figure 9) offset 3 m in Pilot Knob Valley. 

Features E3-69(1), E3-71(1), and E3-71(4). A ridge offset 2.8 
__. 0.8 m (feature E3-69(1)) is pictured in Figure 15. Feature 
E3-71(1) (Figure 16) is a terrace riser between a faulted terrace 
(Qt6) and two lower, unfaulted terraces (Qt s and Qt4). The 
riser is offset 2.7 _ 0.6 m left laterally. The terrace riser is well- 
defined and extends close to the fault, where it is offset across 
a well-defined fault trace. Several lower, unfaulted terraces have 
protected the offset terrace riser from erosion by the modern 
channel. For these reasons we have given this offset feature an 
excellent rating. The terrace just west of the offset terrace riser 
is vertically displaced with the south side raised about 20 cm 
above the north side. 

A debris flow (feature E3-71(4) and Qf6 in Figure 16) on the 
surface of the Qt6 terrace is also faulted. The debris flow is 
evident as a north-south trending bulge in the contour lines. In 
the field, the debris flow can also be identified by the abundance 
of cobbles on it, relative to the remainder of the terrace. The 
east edge of the debris flow is offset 2.0 _ 1.0 m left laterally. 
Displacement of the west edge of the debris flow is consistent 
with this amount of offset, but it is not as well-defined. The 
crest of the debris flow is displaced about 15 cm vertically, with 
the south side up. 

Feature E3-45(5). Feature E3-45(5) (Figure 13) is 
problematic. This feature is a cobbly debris flow that is offset 
only 0.8 _ 0.5 m, much less than the other offset features within 
the Avawatz Mountains that we have attributed to the latest slip 
event. To interpret both the 0.8 m offset and the 2 to 4 m 
offsets as having formed in the latest event requires a large 
degree of variability in slip along strike, because features offset 
about 3 m are located only about 60 m west of and 150 m east 
of feature E3-45(5). Slip gradients during the 1968 Dasht-e 
Bayaz earthquake were almost this extreme [Ambrasseys and 
Tchalenko, 1969], suggesting that this amount of variability may 
not be impossible. 

We offer below three alternate explanations for the 
anomalously small offset of feature E3-45(5), but we find these 
less satisfactory than the explanation offered above. (1) The 
debris flow may not span the entire width of the rupture zone 
of the latest earthquake and thus may record only a part of the 
slip associated with that event. In the vicinity of feature E3- 
45(5) there is a secondary fault strand that the debris flow does 
not cross. However, this fault strand offsets only alluvium that 
is much older than the debris flow; there is no evidence that slip 
occurred on this secondary fault strand in the most recent event. 
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Fig. 12. Topographic map of a terrace riser (feature 2-23(1) in Table 3 and Figure 9) offset 5.6 +_ 1.0 in and a gully (feature 
2-23(2) in Table 3 and Figure 9) offset 5.0 + 0.7 in in Pilot Knob Valley. 

(2) The latest earthquake on the Garlock fault within the 
Avawatz Mountains may have been produced by only about 0.8 
m of left-lateral slip, and the features offset 2-4 m may record 
the slip associated with more than one event. It would be 
extremely unusual, however, for only one geomorphic feature to 
record the slip in the most recent event and for 64 features to 
record the slip in the past two events. Considering the large 
number of channels that have incised since the latest slip event, 
it is nearly inconceivable that only a few channels would have 

of an extremely thick layer of sediments above the basement. 
The presence of bedrock outcrops on either side of the fault 
near E3-45(5) indicates that the sediment thickness on the north 
flank of the Avawatz Mountains is nowhere near as thick as it 

is in the Imperial Valley, making large amounts of postseismic 
slip less likely. 

DISCUSSION 

The geomorphic offsets presented in the previous section 
incised between the penultimate event and the most recent suggest that the most recent large earthquake along the 
event, unless those two events were very closely spaced in time easternmost 90 km of the Garlock fault (from Seaties Valley to 
(e.g. separated by only a few decades or less). (3) The debris the eastern end of the fault) was produced by an average of 
flow may have been deposited within days or weeks after the about 2-3 m of left-lateral slip. The offsets in Pilot Knob Valley 
latest earthquake and may then have been offset 0.8 m by also suggest that each of the past six slip events along this part 
postseismic slip. Postseismic slip exceeding 50% of the total slip of the fault has involved 2-4 m of left-lateral slip. Along the 
has been recorded on faults in the Imperial Valley [Sharp et al., southern flank of El Paso Mountains, on the other hand, there 
1982], but the large amounts of postseismic slip may be a result is no clear evidence for slip events as small as 3 m. Rather, it 
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Fig. 13. Displacement of five geomorphic features near Leach Lake and 96 features within the Avawatz Mountains (Table 
4). Distance is measured along the fault, eastward form Cantil. The solid horizontal lines correspond to the center of the 
broad peak between 2 and 4 meters in Figure 14 and to the shoulder on the side of that peak, at about 5 m. These may 
represent the cumulative slip in the past one and two events, respectively. The dashed horizontal lines are drawn through 
smaller clusters of offsets of poorer quality. These may represent the cumulative slip in the past three events (7.0 m) and 
the past four or five events (11.0 m). For features that may have been modified by erosion, arrows are plotted with their 
bases at the minimum offset. 

142 

appears that slip on this part of the fault may have been about suggests that the earthquake associated with the 7-m offsets 
7 m in the two most recent events and may have been about 4 south of El Paso Mountains did not rupture the entire 248-km 
m in the third event back. However, smaller amounts of slip per length of the fault. The variance in rupture lengths of historical 
event along this part of the fault can not be ruled out. In the earthquakes for a given displacement is large, however. Using 
following sections we use these estimates of the amount of left- the t distribution, the one-sided, 95% confidence limit on the 
lateral displacement in past events to address the likely rupture maximum rupture length associated with a 7 m displacement is 
lengths, magnitudes, and frequency of large earthquakes 490 km [Mark, 1977]. Thus, it is quite possible that a slip event 
produced by the Garlock fault. with a maximum of 7 m displacement could rupture a 248 km 

fault length. In fact, there are several examples of historical, 
Segmentation of the Garlock Fault strike-slip earthquakes with maximum displacements of 7 m or 

For the purpose of seismic hazard analysis it would be helpful less and rupture lengths of 248-km or greater. For example, the 
to know if large earthquakes on the Garlock fault rupture the 1906 earthquake on the northern San Andreas fault ruptured 
entire fault in a single event, or if shorter segments of the fault 435 km with a maximum displacement of 6.4 m [Lawson, 1908], 
may fail separately. Few dates for individual faulting events on and the 1976 Motagua earthquake in Guatemala ruptured 230 
the Garlock fault are available, so indirect methods must be km with a maximum displacement of only 3.3 m [Bucknarn et 
used to address this question. We show below that whereas it al., 1978]. Other examples are the 1939 Erzincan earthquake 
is apparently more likely that shorter segments of the Garlock and the 1943 Tosya earthquake, both on the North Anatolian 
fault will fail separately, rupture of the entire fault in a single fault in Turkey. The former event ruptured a 360-kin length of 
event is nevertheless quite plausible. the fault with a maximum left-lateral displacement of about 7 m, 

Using Bonilla et al. 's [1984] ordinary least squares regression and the latter event ruptured a 260-kin length of the fault with 
of rupture length on displacement for 22 strike-slip events, the a maximum displacement of about 4 m (A. Barka, written 
most likely rupture length for an event with a maximum of 7 m communication, 1990). 
displacement (the estimated displacement in the latest event The following observations also suggest that both rupture of 
south of El Paso Mountains) is 110 kin. This regression the entire Gatlock fault and separate rupture of segments of the 
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Fig. 14. Summed Gaussian probability density functions for 74 geomorphic offsets near Leach Lake and within the Avawatz 
Mountains (Table 4 and Figure 13). Shading indicates the quality of the offset estimates used. See caption of Figure 6 for 
explanation of the construction of this figure. The broad peak between 2 and 4 m probably represents the slip in the most 
recent event, while the shoulder on the side of this peak, at about 5.0 m, may represent the cumulative slip in the past two 
events. 

fault are plausible. Previous studies indicate that earthquake 
epicenters and rupture endpoints for strike-slip earthquakes 
frequently coincide with bends or jogs in the surface trace of the 
fault [Ak/, 1987; Barka and Kadinsky-Cade, 1988; K/ng and 
Nabalek, 1985; Knuepfer et al., 1987; Sibson, 1985]. Thus, one 
might expect the 3.5-kin-wide dilational step-over in the Garlock 
fault at Koehn Lake to arrest ruptures, causing the segments 
west and east of this step-over to fail separately. Some surface 
ruptures associated with historical strike-slip earthquakes have 
apparently been arrested by such fault jogs. For example, the 
rupture associated with the 1943 Tosya earthquake (M, = 7.3, 
rupture length of 260 kin) on the North Anatolian fault in 
Turkey terminated to the east and west at a series of 1.5- to 2- 
kin-wide and smaller dilational fault jogs [Barka and Kadinsky- 
Cade, 1988]. On the other hand, the rupture associated with 
the 1939 Erzincan earthquake (M, = 8; rupture length of 360 
kin), also on the North Anatolian fault, propagated through a 4- 
kin-wide releasing double bend at Susehri [Barka and Kadinsky- 
Cade, 1988]. Thus, on the basis of historical earthquake rupture 
patterns, both termination of a rupture at the Koehn Lake 
dilational fault jog and propagation of ruptures through that jog 
must be regarded as plausible. The resolution of this question 
awaits direct dating of recent offsets both east and west of the 
Koehn Lake step-over, or the next large event on the Garlock 
fault. 

In addition to the two plausible rupture patterns outlined 
above (rupture of the entire fault in a single event (Figure 17a), 
and separate rupture of the segments east and west of the 
Koehn Lake step-over (Figures 17b and 17c), we now investigate 

east of Koehn Lake. (Evaluating the possibility of further 
segmentation of the western Garlock fault is beyond the scope 
of this paper, because we have no measurements of geomorphic 
offsets from that part of the fault.) Another prominent 
discontinuity in the Garlock fault that may be capable of 
arresting seismic ruptures lies in the Quail Mountains. In this 
region, there is a 0.7-kin-wide convergent fault jog and a 3-kin- 
long area (parallel to fault strike) in which there are no recent 
fault scarps [Clark, 1973]. A 15 ø bend in the fault is also 
present nearby. Furthermore, two Quaternary faults, the right- 
lateral Brown Mountain fault and the left-lateral oblique-slip 
Owl Lake fault, intersect the Garlock fault here (Figure 1). 
Each of these features may impede rupture propagation [Ak/, 
1987; K•ng and Nabalek, 1985; Knuepfer et al., 1987]. 

In addition, for 13 km east of this area, the most recent fault 
breaks on the Garlock fault appear substantially older than the 
most recent fault breaks elsewhere along the central and eastern 
Garlock fault, on the basis of aerial photo observations of scarp 
preservation and on the degree of incision of and rock varnish 
formation on the youngest faulted surfaces. This suggests that 
the most recent ruptures east and west of this 13-km-long 
stretch may have occurred separately rather than being part of 
a single rupture extending for the entire length of the central 
and eastern Garlock fault. Also consistent with this hypothesis 
are the presence of two east facing fault scarps (identified on 
aerial photos) extending at least 0.6 km north from the 
easternmost recent breaks along the Pilot Knob Valley segment 
of the Gatlock fault. These may be secondary faults related to 
rupture termination in this vicinity. For example, they may be 

the possibility of further segmentation of the part of the fault normal faults associated with westward movement of the block 
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Fig. 15. Ridge (feature E3-69(1) in Table 4 and Figure 13) offset 2.8 _+ 0.8 m from the person to the backpack, across the 
eastern Garlock fault in the Avawatz Mountains. White arrows indicate location of fault. 

north of the Garlock fault and west of the Quail Mountains fault that is just east of the proposed segmentation point in the 
discontinuity. The observations mentioned above are suggestive Quail Mountains (based on aerial photo observation, as above). 
of separate rupture of the segments east and west of the Quail Field observations by M. Clark (written communication, 1990) 
Mountains discontinuity (Figures 17d and 17e), but this also confirm this observation. This raises the possibility that the 
hypothesis must be tested by further field studies. most recent rupture along the Garlock fault in Pilot Knob 

The rupture lengths implied by the proposed segmentation of Valley may also have extended along the Owl Lake fault rather 
the fault at the Quail Mountains discontinuity are comparable 
to the rupture lengths of historical strike-slip earthquakes with 
similar displacements. The 105-kin length from Cantil (within 
the Koehn Lake basin, at the western end of the central Garlock 
fault) to the intersection of the Garlock fault with the Owl Lake 
fault is close to the most-likely rupture length (110 km) for an 
earthquake with a maximum displacement of 7 m (the inferred 
slip during the most recent event south of El Paso Mountains). 
The 30-krn length from a point 5 krn west of Leach Lake (the 
eastern end of the 13-km-long segment lacking evidence for very 
recent offset) to the eastern end of the fault is less than the 
most likely rupture length (67 km) for earthquakes with 2.8 m 
of slip (the inferred slip in the most recent event at Leach Lake 
and in the Avawatz Mountains) but is still within the range of 
plausible rupture lengths for a 3 m displacement. For example, 
the 1930 Izu earthquake in Japan was associated with 3.5 m of 
lateral slip and had a rupture length of 24 km [Bonilla et al., 
1984]. In addition, the 1970 Tonghai (China) earthquake was 
produced by 2.7 m of slip on a 47-kin-long rupture [Bonilla et 
al. , 1984]. 

Another intriguing observation is that the most recent fault 
breaks along the Owl Lake fault appear to be younger than the 
most recent breaks along the 13-km-long stretch of the Garlock 

than continuing along the Garlock fault east of the discontinuity 
in the Quail Mountains (Figure 17f). The southwesternmost 
recent fault breaks on the Owl Lake fault actually lie closer to 
the easternmost recent fault breaks on the Garlock fault in Pilot 

Knob Valley than do the westernmost recent fault breaks on the 
Garlock fault west of Leach Lake [Clark, 1973]. This suggests 
that the Owl Lake fault may be part of the Garlock fault system. 
It is interesting to note that all evidence for Holocene left-lateral 
slip on the Owl Lake fault lies directly north of the 13-kin-long 
stretch of the Garlock fault that appears to have ruptured less 
recently than other segments of the central and eastern Garlock 
fault. Farther northeast, the Owl Lake fault has only a dip-slip 
component of Holocene movement [Clark, 1973]. These 
observations suggest the hypothesis (which has yet to be tested) 
that the 13-km-long stretch of the Garlock fault just east of the 
Quail Mountains discontinuity has been inactive during the past 
few earthquake cycles and that left-lateral shear has been 
accommodated on the Owl Lake fault rather than on this 

portion of the Garlock fault. 
The apparent decrease in slip per earthquake between 

Highway 395 and Searles Valley also suggests the possibility that 
some ruptures on the Garlock fault may terminate between 
these two localities. If the slip rate on the Garlock fault is 
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o 5 

meters 
contour interval 20 cm Qt2 

Qal modem wash 
Qt2,Qt3 unfaulted alluvial terraces 
Qf4 unfaulted debris flow 

Qt4,Qt5 unfaulted alluvial terraces 
Qf6 offset debris flow 
Qt6 faulted alluvial terrace 

-- contact, or edge of terrace, 
dashed where approximate 

.... fault, dotted where concealed 

...... • modern wash 

............. edge of terrace projected to fault 
'•' left-lateral offset 

Fig. 16. Topographic map of an offset terrace riser (feature E3-71(1) in Table 4 and Figure 13) and an offset debris flow 
(feature E3-71(4) in Table 4 and Figure 13). The terrace riser between terrace Qt 6 and terraces Qt 4 and Qt s is offset 2.7 
_+ 0.6 m. The debris flow labelled Qf6 has been offset 2.0 _+ 1.0 m. 

constant along strike, then earthquakes on the easternmost 90 the entire Garlock fault, whereas other events may rupture 
km of the fault would have to occur roughly twice as frequently individual segments separately. Furthermore, the segments that 
as along the southern flank of El Paso Mountains. For example, rupture separately may not always have the same endpoints 
earthquakes rupturing the entire length of both the central and [Rundle, 1988, Figure 6]. 
eastern segments with about 7 m slip south of El Paso 
Mountains and with about 3 m slip from Searles Valley to the Probable Sizes of Earthquakes Produced 
eastern end of the fault might alternate with earthquakes by the Garlock Fault 
rupturing only from Searles Valley eastward with about 3 m of Using the various rupture patterns discussed in the preceding 
slip (Figures 17h and 17 0. Alternatively, the decrease in slip per section, the probable moment magnitudes of earthquakes 
event between Highway 395 and Searles Valley may be due (at generated by the Garlock fault may be estimated from the 
least in part) to a decrease in the slip rate between these two relations M o = g/Is [Brune, 1968] and M,• = 0.667 log M o . 10.7 
areas. [Hanks and Kanarnori, 1979], where M o is the seismic moment, 
Several plausible rupture patterns for the Garlock fault have g = 3 x 10 n dyn cm '2 is the rigidity, A is the area of the fault 

been delineated above, ranging from rupture of the entire fault rupture, and s is the average fault displacement for a given 
in a single event to separate rupture of segments as short as 30 earthquake (Table 5). These magnitudes range from Mw = 6.6 
km. It is important to note that the Garlock fault need not to Mw = 7.8. Given the uncertainties in displacement, rupture 
always rupture in the same manner. Some events may rupture length, and depth of faulting, the magnitudes are probably 
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a b c 

Mw _< 7.8 Mw = 7.5 Mw <_ 7.7 

d e f 

Mw = 7.5 Mw = 6.6 to 6.9 Mw = 7.5 

g h i 

Ms = 7.0 • Mw = 7.3 /_• Mw = 7.2 j 

Fig. 17. Some possible rupture patterns for the Garlock fault and the associated earthquake magnitudes. Letters correspond 
to rupture patterns in Table 5. Portions of the fault assumed to rupture in each case are shown in bold. Magnitudes are 
probably uncertain by +_ 0.1 to 0.2. 

TABLE 5. Possible Rupture Patterns and Associated Earthquake Magnitudes 

Rupture Fault Segments Ruptured Rupture 
Pattern Simultaneously Length, km Depth, km Slip, m Mo,1025 dyn cm 

A, entire 
Garlock fault 

Totals 

B, central and 
eastern Garlock 
Garlock fault 
Totals 

Castac Lake to Cantil 100 
Cantil to Trona Road 39 
Trona Road to east end of fault 109 

Cantil to Trona Road 39 
Trona Road to east end of fault 109 

13 _<10 _<390 
13 7 106 
10 3 98 

_<594 

13 7 106 
10 3 98 

204 

C, western Castac Lake to Cantil 100 13 _<10 _<390 
Garlock fault 

D, central Cantil to Trona Road 39 13 7 106 
Garlock fault Trona Road to Quail Mountains 66 10 3 59 
Totals 165 

El, easternmost 5 km west of Leach Lake to 30 10 3 27 
30 km of fault east end of Garlock fault 

E2, easternmost 5 km west of Leach Lake to 30 10 1 9 
30 km of fault east end of Garlock fault 

F, central Cantil to Trona Road 39 13 7 106 
Garlock fault Trona Road to Quail Mountains 66 10 3 59 
and Owl Lake SW half of Owl Lake fault 11 10 3 10 
fault NE half of Owl Lake fault 8 10 1 2 
Totals 177 

G, Owl Lake Owl Lake fault 19 
fault only 

H, Trona Road to Trona Road to east end of fault 109 10 3 98 
east end of Garlock 

I, Trona Road to Trona Road to Quail Mountains 66 10 3 59 
Quail Mountians 

Magnitude (Ms) calculated from an empirical relation between rupture length and magnitude (Bonilla and others, 1984). 

Mw 

57.8 

7.5 

_<7.7 

7.5 

6.9 

6.6 

7.5 

7.0' 

7.3 

7.2 
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uncertain by about _ 0.2. Some of the uncertainties are suggest) the resulting earthquake would probably have been 
discussed below. around M w = 6.6 (see Table 5, rupture pattern E2), larger than 

In calculating the magnitudes we assume that large the 1916 event. The 1916 earthquake was also smaller than the 
earthquakes on the Garlock fault rupture to a depth comparable most probable size for the length of the Owl Lake fault (Table 
to the maximum depth of current microseismicity on and near 5, rupture pattern G). 
the fault [Sibson, 1984]. This depth is about 13 km for the part Recurrence Interval 
of the fault from the El Paso Mountains southwestward and 

about 10 Ion for the part of the fault east of El Paso Mountains 
(USGS/Caltech southern California network catalog). Both 
earthquakes and seismic stations are sparse east of El Paso 
Mountains, however, so the maximum depth of faulting is very 
poorly constrained in this area. 

The magnitudes given in Table 5 use 7 m of displacement for 
each event on the portion of the central Garlock fault between 
Cantil and Trona Road. Some events on this part of the fault 
may involve only about 4 m of slip, but this reduces the moment 
generated by this portion of the fault by less than a factor of 2, 
and the resulting magnitudes are reduced by less than 0.2. The 
choice of Trona Road as the point at which slip for each event 
changes from 7 to 3 m is arbitrary but is based on the presence 
of a 5 ø bend in the fault several kilometers east of Trona Road. 

We have no data regarding the amount of slip for each event 
on the western Garlock fault. Guptill et al. [1979] report a few 
gullies offset in increments of about 10 m in Bear Trap Canyon, 
but a significant fraction of these displacements may be due to 
aseismic creep. Left-lateral creep at rates of 1.7 _ 0.5 mrn• 
[Snay and Cline, 1980] and 6 to 8 mm/yr [Rodgers, 1979, p. 62] 
has been measured along the Garlock fault in Bear Trap 
Canyon, and a similar creep rate has been measured a few tens 
of kilometers northeast along the fault [Louie et al., 1985]. On 
the other hand, four USGS quadrilaterals have not detected any 
aseismic creep along this part of the fault (M. Clark, written 
communication, 1990}. Estimates of the long-term slip rate of 
the western Garlock fault range from 1.6 to 3.3 mm/yr 
[LaViolette et al., 1980] to 11 _.+ 2 mm/yr [Eberhart-Phillips et 
al., 1990]. Thus, anywhere from 0% to 100% of the 10-m 
offsets in Bear Trap Canyon may be due to aseismic creep. To 
estimate the maximum magnitude earthquake likely to be 
generated by the Garlock fault, we assume that the 10-m 
displacements measured by Guptill et al. [1979] were generated 
by seismic slip during a single earthquake. We emphasize, 
however, that this is the maximum amount of slip per event that 
is plausible for this part of the fault. The average slip per event 
may be substantially lower. 

We also have no data on the amount of slip per event on the 
Owl Lake fault. For preparation of Table 5 we assume that if 
the Owl Lake fault ruptures simultaneously with the Garlock 
fault segment from Cantil to the Quail Mountains, the slip per 
event on the southwestern Owl Lake fault will be 3 m, 
consistent with the documented slip per event in Pilot Knob 
Valley. Because there is no evidence of lateral offset on the 
northeastern Owl Lake fault [Clark, 1973], we assume 1 m of 
dip slip per event for the northeastern Owl Lake fault, for lack 
of a better estimate. For the case in which the Owl Lake fault 

ruptures alone we use the length of the fault and an empirical 
relation between fault length and earthquake magnitude for 
strike-slip faults [Bonilla et al., 1984] to calculate the magnitude 
shown in Table 5. 

It is interesting to note that the M = 6 earthquake that 
occurred near the eastern end of the Garlock fault in 1916 was 

probably not large enough to be related to the geomorphic 
offsets near Leach Lake and in the Avawatz Mountains. Even 

if the most recent offset along this part of the fault was only 
about 1 m (as one interpretation of feature E3-45(5) might 

In conjunction with the slip rate, the mean amount of slip in 
past earthquakes may be used to estimate the average 
recurrence interval for large earthquakes on the Garlock fault. 
For the El Paso Mountains section of the fault we use Clark 

and Lajoie's [1974] 7 _ • mm/•4C-yr slip rate. This rate is based 
on the 80- _ 5-m offset of a bar of Koehn Lake with a •4C age 
of 11,000-15,000 years [Clark et al., 1984]. Although Carter 
[ 1980, 1982] reported an 11-12 mm/yr minimum slip rate for the 
portion of the fault near El Paso Mountains, that rate is poorly 
constrained [Clark et al., 1984], and could be consistent with 
Clark and Lajoie's [1974] rate. Carter's [1980, 1982] rate is 
based on the 16-20-1cm offset of alluvial fan gravels south of the 
fault from their source in El Paso Mountains, north of the fault. 
A fossil, probably of the genus Equus, was collected from 
beneath gravels in the source area north of the fault (D. 
Whistler, oral communication, 1991). If the offset gravels are 
the same age as those overlying the fossil, then a minimum of 
16 krn of left-lateral slip has occurred since about 2.2 m.y. ago, 
the age of the first appearance of the genus Equus (D. Whistler, 
oral communication, 1991). This yields a minimum slip rate of 
about 7.3 mm/yr, which is consistent with Clark and Lajoie's 
[1974] rate. Unfortunately, the fossil could be of the genus 
Dinohippus instead, and thus could be even older (D. Whistler, 
oral communication, 1991). 

Recent comparison of •4C ages with U-Th ages on corals, 
however, suggests that •4C ages in the range of 10,000 to 15,000 
radiocarbon years may be 2000-3000 years too young [Bard et 
al., 1990]. This suggests that the Garlock fault slip rate in the 
vicinity of El Paso Mountains may be 4-7 mm/yr, slightly lower 
than the 5-8 mm/14C-yr rate reported above. Using the 
preliminary, calibrated slip rate the average recurrence interval 
for large earthquaes on the Garlock fault near El Paso 
Mountains is 600-1200 years (Table 6). The calibration of the 
radiocarbon timescale is preliminary, however, and the 
recurrence intervals reported in Table 6 may change slightly as 
the calibration is refined. 

For the portion of the fault in Searles Valley we use the 5-10.6 
mm/•4C-yr slip rate determined from an offset shoreline of 
Searles Lake [McGill, 1992]. If the calibration of Bard et al. 
[1990] is correct, this corresponds to a preliminary, calibrated 
slip rate of 4-9 mm/yr. Smith [1975; also an unpublished 
Geological Society of America field guide, 1975] estimates a slip 
rate of about 1 mm/yr for the Garlock fault in Searles Valley on 

TABLE 6. Estimated Recurrence Intervals for Portions 
of the Central and Eastern Garlock Fault 

Fault Section Displacement Preliminary, Recurrence 
per Event, m calibrated Interval, years 

slip rate, mm/yr 

El Paso Mountains 4-7 4-7 600-1200 

Searlea Valley 2-3 4-9 200-750 
Pilot Knob Valley 2-4 3-9 200-1300 
Leach Lake and 2-3 1-9 200-3000 

Avawatz Mountains 
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the basis of the 8-m offset of a channel cut into ~10,000-year old front of the Avawatz Mountains have been active in the 
lake gravels near Christmas Canyon. We regard this rate as a Quaternary, as suggested by Brady and Troxel [1981] and by 
minimum, however, because the channel may have incised long Brady [1986, p.136-137], this would also contribute to the left- 
after deposition of the lake gravels. Using the 4-9 mm/yr slip lateral slip rate of the eastern Gatlock fault. The 3000-year 
rate, the average recurrence interval for large earthquakes in 
Searles Valley is 200-750 years (Table 6). 

Unfortunately, no slip rate estimates are available for the 
Gatlock fault east of Searles Valley. As an upper bound, we 
assume that the 9 mm/yr (calibrated) maximum rate in Seaties 
Valley is valid for the length of the fault east of Searles Valley. 
As a lower bound, we consider the slip rates of faults north of 
the Garlock fault and the implications these might have for an 
eastward decreasing slip rate along the Garlock fault. If left- 
lateral slip on the Garlock fault accommodates extension north 
of the fault, as proposed by Davis and Burchfiel [1973], then the 
slip rate would increase westward from a point of zero slip at 
the eastern termination of the fault, with each normal fault 

maximum recurrence interval for the eastern Garlock fault thus 

may considerably overestimate the true recurrence interval for 
this part of the fault. 

The large range of plausible recurrence intervals (Table 6) 
underscores the importance of determining the slip rate at other 
points along the central and eastern Garlock fault and of directly 
dating prehistoric earthquakes. 

The recurrence intervals reported in Table 6 are consistent 
with previous estimates of the recurrence interval on the central 
Garlock fault. The 600- to 1200-year average recurrence 
interval for the segment of the fault south of El Paso Mountains 
overlaps the 900- to 1700-year average recurrence interval 
determined by Burke and Clark [1978] at Koehn Lake. Farther 

north of the Gatlock fault adding an additional increment of east, Roquemore et al. [1982] found evidence for a minimum of 
left-lateral slip. This would lead to lower slip rates and longer 
recurrence intervals eastward along the fault. 

The current knowledge of slip rates for faults north of the 
Garlock fault indicates that a westward increasing slip rate for 
the Garlock fault is plausible but precludes precise 
determinations of the Garlock fault slip rate at any point. We 
estimate below the minimum slip rate for the Garlock fault in 
Pilot Knob Valley, near Leach Lake and in the Avawatz 
Mountains on the basis of the siip rates for faults north of the 
Garlock fault. 

The Tank Canyon fault, a normal fault at the base of the west 
side of the Slate Range probably slips at 0.5-1.6 mm/yr in a 
westerly direction [Smith et al., 1968; Clark et al., 1984]. 
Triangular facets on the southwest corner of the Slate Range 
that may be related to the Tank Canyon fault project to the 
Garlock fault a few km east of the offset shoreline from which 

the 4-9 mm/yr slip rate was determined. This suggests that the 
slip rate of the Garlock fault in Pilot Knob Valley may be about 
1 mm/yr less than the 4-9 mm/yr rate in Seaties Valley. We use 
3 mm/yr as a minimum slip rate for the Gatlock fault in Pilot 
Knob Valley. The 3-9 mm/yr slit• rate in Pilot Knob Valley 
suggests the average recurrence interval for large earthquakes 
on this part of the fault is 200-1300 years (Table 6). 

A Holocene, right-lateral slip rate of 2.4 __. 0.8 mm/yr on the 
N20øW trending Panamint Valley fault was determined by 
Zhang et al. [1990]. Farther north along the fault, Burchfiel et 
al. [1987] estimated a 2-3.2 mm/yr, N60øW displacement rate for 
the block west of the Panamint Valley fault relative to the block 
east of the fault, since Plio-Pleistocene time. Resolved onto the 
N75øE-striking Garlock fault, these motions would produce an 
additional 0.2-2 mm/yr of left-lateral slip on that fault. This 
suggests that the slip rate of the Garlock fault east of Panamint 
Valley may be up to 2 mm/yr less than the rate in Pilot Knob 
Valley. The minimum slip rate near Leach Lake and in the 
Avawatz Mountains is thus probably 1 mm/yr. The 1-9 mm/yr 
slip rate of the eastern Garlock fault suggests an average 
recurrence interval of 200-3000 years for large events on this 
part of the fault. 

The 1 mm/yr value is a conservative estimate of the minimum 
slip rate for this part of the fault. Relationships presented by 
Butler et al. [1988] suggest that the slip rate along the western 
subzone of the southern Death Valley fault zone has been 3 
mm/yr for the past 12 m.y. If this rate is valid for the Holocene 
(a condition which may not be true) it would result in a 2 mm/yr 
component of left-lateral slip on the Garlock fault, which trends 
roughly east-west in this area. If thrust faults along the eastern 

six Holocene faulting events in a trench across the fault near 
Christmas Canyon (in Seaties Valley), suggesting a maximum 
recurrence interval of about 1700 years for this part of the fault. 
Our results suggest that this maximum value substantially 
overestimates the actual recurrence interval for the Garlock fault 

in Searles Valley. 

Eastern Termination of the Garlock Fault 
The lateral offsets measured in the Avawatz Mountains do not 

decrease gradually toward the eastern end of the fault, as 
typically occurs at the end of historical ruptures. Left-lateral 
offsets of about 3 m are found within about 250 m of the 

easternmost recognizable feature attributable to Holocene 
faulting on the Garlock fault and within about 1.3 km of the 
eastern end of the Gatlock fault as mapped in bedrock by 
Brady [1986] (his Leach Lake branch of the Garlock fault zone). 
This suggests that the slip in the latest earthquake tapered from 
about 3 to 0 m within no more than 1.3 km and possibly within 
as little as a few hundred meters along strike. 

Displacements in the vicinity of the rupture endpoints of most 
historical strike-slip fault ruptures with displacements larger than 
1 m have not been well-documented. However, the large 
displacement gradient indicated at the east end of the Garlock 
fault appears to be atypical of historical strike-slip earthquakes. 
Displacement along the North Anatolian fault (Turkey) 
associated with the 1967 Mudurnu Valley earthquake tapered 
from a maximum of 1.9 to 0 m at one end of the rupture over 
a distance of 13.5 km [Ambrasseys and Zatopek, 1969]. Even 
along ruptures with smaller displacements, the offset near the 
ends of the rupture typically decreases gradually over a distance 
of a few kilometers along strike [Clark, 1972; Williams and 
Magismale, 1989]. One exception is the surface rupture 
associated with the 1979 Imperial Valley (California) 
earthquake. At the south end of this rupture, surface slip 
decreased from 55 to 4 cm within about 400 m along strike 
[Sharp et al., 1982], although subsurface slip continued farther 
south. 

In a more general sense, the eastern termination of the 
Garlock fault in the Avawatz Mountains is not surprising. The 
eastern limit of Holocene faulting along the Garlock fault zone 
[Clark, 1973] is not far from the eastern limit of recent basin 
and range extension north of the fault [Davis and Burchfiel, 
1973; Zhang et al., 1990] and is near an east vetgent reverse 
fault system south of the fault, along the eastern front of the 
Avawatz Mountains [Brady and Troxel, 1981; Brady, 1986, pp. 
136-137]. Davis and Burchfiel [1973] proposed that the pre- 
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Quaternary eastern limit of the Garlock fault lay beneath 
Kingston Wash (several tens of kilometers east of the eastern 
limit of Holocene faulting on the Garlock fault) because they 
viewed the 300% extension that would otherwise be required 
between the Spangler Hills and the Death Valley fault zone as 
unlikely. Recent work suggesting the presence of low-angle 
normal faults in Panamint and Death valleys indicates that such 
extreme values of extension may have occurred in this region 
[Wernicke et al., 1988; Burchfiel et al., 1987; MIT 1985 Field 
Geophysics Course and Biehler, 1987; Hodges et al., 1989; 
Stewart, 1983]. If the Avawatz Mountains have been thrust over 
the terrain to the east a significant amount, this would also 
reduce the amount of extension required north of the Garlock 
fault. Thus, termination of the Garlock fault in the Avawatz 
Mountains may not be as unreasonable as it once seemed. 
Brady [1986, chapter 6] also presents several arguments for 
termination of the Gatlock fault in the Avawatz Mountains. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Geomorphic features offset small amounts across the Gatlock 
fault suggest that the most recent earthquake along the 
easternmost 90 km of the Garlock fault was produced by about 
2-3 m of left-lateral slip and that several previous events 
probably involved a similar amount of slip. Farther west, south 
of El Paso Mountains, the latest two earthquakes probably 
involved about 7 m of left-lateral slip each, whereas the third 
event back probably was produced by about 4 m of slip. 

A number of rupture patterns for the Gatlock fault are 
plausible, ranging from rupture of the entire fault in a single 
M,•_<7.8 event to separate rupture of shorter fault segments, 
resulting in M,• =6.6 to M,• = 7.5 earthquakes. Consideration of 
the slip rates for various parts of the Gatlock fault suggests 
average recurrence intervals of 600-1200 years south of El Paso 
Mountains, of 200-750 years in Seaties Valley, of 200-1300 years 
in Pilot Knob Valley and of 200-3000 years near Leach Lake 
and in the Avawatz Mountains. The large range of plausible 
recurrence intervals, the possibility of recurrence intervals as 
short as a few hundred years, and the uncertainty in the age of 
the youngest rupture along different portions of fault warrant 
further slip rate and paleoseismic investigations of the central 
and eastern Garlock fault. 
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